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a rough skill, Lewis's attempt was a poor one, but the
attempt was made and the boy, proud of his own work,
was even better pleased by his rival's failure than he would
have been by his success. When the two figures were
finished, van Leyden exclaimed with pretended anger
that they were libellous, that he could not part with
either of them, and bought the child's with a note that he
took folded from his pocket so that none saw the value of
it. "It is too much," the grandfather said from his chair,
blowing well that it would be too much. "Then I'll take
the donkey as its companion," answered van Leyden, and,
while the old tenant was laughing and protesting, he and
Lewis were on their horses and away. "Devil of a job," he
said, "to make my people take money even when they're
sick and need it for little things."
He took the wooden figures out of his pocket as he rode
and began to chuckle over them. "Sophie has been say-
ing for years that I owe myself a new hat," he declared,
and Lewis began to understand that van Leyden tested
strangers by their contact with his tenants, whom he knew
and loved. By carving this figure, by sitting down to work
with the boy and dissolving the grandfather's pride in
laughter, he had won the Baron as a friend, and their
homeward ride was a journey at ease. Entering the grounds
of the Castle, they came up with Julie walking alone and
drew in their horses beside her. "Look," said van Leyden,
producing the caricatures in wood. "You see how much
respect you English have for your hosts!" From the
stables, he took Julie and Lewis into the Castle and up to
the library. They knew not why, but he would have it so.
And in the library, seating himself at Dirk's table, he
plunged into the subject which, Lewis now perceived,
oad long been in his mind.
"Tell me," he said, "you set a pretty high value on
those papers—such as you've seen of them?"
"They may be very valuable. They are of three kinds
as far as I can judge," Lewis answered. "First, there's
a mass of material on the seventeenth century—detailed
sfcuff that he seems to have picked up in English country

